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[1] A number of competing theories to explain the initiation mechanism, longevity and
propagation characteristics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) have been
developed from observational analysis of the tropical climate and minimal dynamical
models. Using the isotopic composition of atmospheric moisture from paired satellite
retrievals of H2O and HDO from the boundary layer and mid troposphere, we
identify the different sources of moisture that feed MJO convection during its life
cycle. These fluxes are then associated with specific dynamical processes. The HDO/H2O
isotope ratio data show that during the early phase of the MJO, the mid-troposphere is
dominated by moisture evaporated from the ocean surface that was transported vertically
undergoing minimal distillation. The contribution from the evaporative source
diminishes during early convective activity but reappears during the peak of MJO
activity along with an isotopically depleted flux, which is hypothesized to originate
from easterly convergence. The contribution of different moisture sources as shown
from the HDO/H2O data is consistent with model results where the sustaining of
deep convection requires a feedback between convergence, precipitation strength and
evaporation. In the wake of an MJO event, the weak vertical isotopic gradient,
depletion in boundary layer dD and the uniquely moist and depleted vapor in the
mid troposphere all point toward a prominent presence of moisture originated from
rainfall re-evaporation, which confirms the prediction that the transition from
convective to stratiform rains is important to the moisture budget of the MJO.
Citation: Berkelhammer, M., C. Risi, N. Kurita, and D. C. Noone (2012), The moisture source sequence for the Madden-Julian
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1. Introduction
[2] The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) is the leading
source of intraseasonal climate variability in the tropics,
whose influence is manifested through its impact on the
development of monsoon break cycles [Singh et al., 1992]
and tropical cylcogenesis [Camargo et al., 2009]. Its effect
on the global climate system can be observed on seasonal to
interannual timescales through its modulation of ENSO
[Straub et al., 2006] and the state of the North Atlantic
Oscillation [Cassou, 2008]. Intensive observational analysis
focusing on synoptic circulation and precipitation related to
the MJO, depict the system as an envelop of mesoscale
convective activity that propagates eastward from the Indian
Ocean with a velocity of 4–8 m s1 [Madden and Julian,
1971; Wheeler and Hendon, 2004; Wheeler and Kiladis,
1999]. Following the seminal description of the system
[Madden and Julian, 1972], the MJO is typically broken up
into eight “phases” that describe where the center of con-
vection is located along the equator [Madden and Julian,
1972; Wheeler and Hendon, 2004]. Thus, a strong Phase 1
for an MJO is characterized by the presence of a large neg-
ative OLR anomaly around 60°E, while Phase 2 of the MJO
involves convection centered near 80°E. Each progressive
phase marks an increasingly eastward location for the con-
vective center. For a given MJO event, the phases are sep-
arated in time by approximately 5–10 days, which equates to
an approximate 30–90 day lifespan of the system.
[3] Observational analyses of the MJO characterize the
three-dimensional moisture and energy anomalies associated
with each phase of the system [Tian et al., 2010, 2006; Jiang
et al., 2009;Myers and Waliser, 2003] as well as account for
its influence on additional fields such as trace gas variability
[Li et al., 2010] and marine productivity [Waliser et al.,
2005]. A primary goal of these efforts has been to develop
budgets for the MJO to delineate the sources of moisture and
energy during the life cycle of an event [Maloney and
Hartmann, 1998; Kiladis et al., 2005; Raymond, 2001].
Through careful accounting of energy and moisture, a fun-
damental theory for the MJO that accounts for its slow
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propagation speed, geographic preference, unique dispersion
characteristics, recurrence frequency and longevity could be
developed [Zhang, 2005; Majda and Stechmann, 2009;
Majda et al., 2007]. While significant progress has been
made in this respect, a unifying theory for the system
remains elusive.
[4] Most existing theories of the MJO agree upon some
variant of the following sequence where (1) an MJO is ini-
tiated by a slow build-up of moisture in the boundary layer
over the Indian Ocean [Kemball-Cook and Weare, 2001;
Blade and Hartmann, 1993; Majda and Stechmann, 2009],
(2) vertical transport of low level moisture through shallow
convection acts to pre-condition the atmosphere for deep
convection, which after initiation is sustained for multiple
days [Benedict and Randall, 2007; Jiang et al., 2009] and
(3) trailing to the west of the center of deep convection is a
stratiform deck overlain on a dry lower atmosphere [Lin
et al., 2004; Tian et al., 2006]. This sequence provides
a convenient conceptual depiction for the MJO but the
dynamical details pertaining particularly to the initiation
mechanism (i.e. internal stochastic vs extratropical forcing)
[Ray et al., 2009; Kemball-Cook and Weare, 2001; Hendon
and Salby, 1994; Hendon et al., 1998] and moisture cycling
are unclear [Zhang, 2005].
[5] The timing of onset and propagation speed for the
MJO are thought to be closely tied to moisture-convection
feedbacks that influence the transition to and sustenance of
the deep convection that is characteristic of the MJO enve-
lope [Grabowski and Moncrieff, 2004; Randall et al., 2003;
Majda and Stechmann, 2009; Agudelo et al., 2006]. Insight
into these processes has been garnered by attempting to
constrain the moisture sources for the MJO using satellite-
derived latent heat profiles from the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) [Jiang et al., 2009;
Masunaga et al., 2006], and three dimensional moisture
profiles from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)
[Tian et al., 2006, 2010]. Waliser et al. [2009] generated a
moisture budget for the MJO using satellite-derived humidity
data and reanalysis products, which suggests that zonal
convergence is the dominant moisture source and that surface
evaporation plays a more limited role. Both Jones and Weare
[1996] and Benedict and Randall [2007] come to a similar
conclusion arguing that evaporation anomalies trail convec-
tion and therefore could not be priming the atmosphere to the
east for deep convection. Seo and Kim [2003] further parti-
tion the convergent moisture sources, suggesting one source
of moisture is associated with meridional convergence to the
immediate east of the convective center while there is a sec-
ond source further to the east that is responsible for the moist
preconditioning of the boundary layer.
[6] These studies are somewhat in contrast to those of
Araligidad and Maloney [2008], Maloney and Sobel [2004]
and Sobel et al. [2008] who find observational evidence of
latent heat flux anomalies of adequate magnitude to sustain
the deep convection. A possible reconciliation is offered by
Weare [2003] and Kirtman and Vernekar [1993], who sug-
gest that moisture buildup by evaporation occurs in the
anomalous dry region well to the east of the active center of
the MJO associated with the subsiding limb of the convec-
tive circulation. The evaporative flux is reduced in concert
with a decrease in the air-sea humidity difference at which
point easterly convergence becomes the dominant moisture
source. The disagreement between studies which all attempt
to characterize moisture sources for the MJO primarily
reflects the fact that the available observational data does not
allow for analysis that can clearly delineate moisture sour-
ces. Therefore it must be inferred indirectly through budget
[e.g., Waliser et al., 2009] or correlation analysis [e.g.,
Araligidad and Maloney, 2008].
[7] Resolving the uncertainty in the moisture fluxes
associated with the MJO can be addressed by modeling
studies, where specific processes such as surface fluxes can
be traced and/or prescribed [Sobel et al., 2008]. However,
because General Circulation Models in general fail to pro-
duce coherent MJO events, such diagnostic studies are not
currently feasible. The inability of models to produce MJO-
like features apparently arises from a lack of necessary
convective self-suppression mechanisms, which leads to
simulated convective systems that are triggered too quickly
and never reach the strength observed during the active phase
of the MJO [Slingo et al., 1996; Waliser et al., 1999; MJO
Clivar Working Group, 2009; Kim et al., 2009]. Although
the MJO representation can be improved in simulations by
artificially restraining deep convection until the mixed layer
is excessively thick and nearly saturated to its top [Lee et al.,
2003; Tokioka et al., 1988], the moisture-convection feed-
backs that are necessary for MJO-like variability do not
develop intrinsically in models until the vertical and hori-
zontal resolution are substantially increased [Miura et al.,
2007] and clouds can be resolved [Grabowski, 2003].
[8] Thayer-Calder and Randall [2009] find that the failure
of some models to produce MJOs arises because a close
balance between the moisture source (boundary layer air)
and sink (precipitation) reduces the ability for models to
sufficiently moisten the atmospheric column. The MJO
representation is improved when a sequence unfolds where
detrainment from low level congestus and light rain initially
moistens the atmospheric column [Johnson et al., 1999;
Grabowski, 2003; Slingo et al., 1996]. The moistening of the
column increases precipitation rates and, as a consequence,
there is enhanced surface convergence associated with uplift
in the convective region. This precipitation-wind feedback
leads to an increase in the availability of moisture from both
convergence and surface evaporation. The positive feedback
is further sustained because the high humidity throughout
the atmospheric column inhibits downdrafts, which would
stabilize the column and oppose the moistening from surface
air [Emanuel, 1989]. So while both modeling and observa-
tional studies have identified potentially critical moist pro-
cesses for MJO development, neither have been capable of
successfully validating the other.
[9] In this study, an analysis is presented of moisture
sources associated with the onset and propagation of the
MJO using the stable hydrogen isotope ratio in atmospheric
water vapor as a tracer for different moisture sources. Joint
retrievals of H2O and HDO from both the Tropospheric
Emission Spectrometer (TES) and the Scanning Imaging
Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography
(SCIAMACHY) are used to derive the isotopic character-
istics of the moisture. Heavier isotopologues of water pref-
erentially accumulate in the lower energy state and thus
during phases changes there is a temperature-dependent
fractionation (i.e. a preferential separation) between water
isotopologues [Bigeleisen, 1961]. The rate of diffusion of
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heavy isotopes is slower than the common H2O molecule
producing an additional source of fractionation. For exam-
ple, when moisture evaporates from the ocean surface it
must pass through a thin saturated boundary layer. This
process takes longer for HDO than H2O, which results in
vapor above the saturated layer having a smaller ratio of
HDO to H2O than the saturated layer below. The distribution
of water isotopes in space and time accumulate the influence
of these fractionating processes and therefore reflect aspects
of the vapor’s history including conditions at the source
region, the air masses it has mixed with or the extent to
which it has experienced rainout. Descriptive and quantita-
tive analyses of isotope ratios in the hydrological cycle have
appeared previously and have shown the value of adding
isotopic constraints to studies of the atmospheric water cycle
[Dansgaard, 1964; Friedman et al., 1964; Craig and
Gordon, 1965; Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979; Joussaume
et al., 1984; Gat, 2000]. Because moisture phase changes
within convective structures (evaporation, condensation) and
mixing of air with different isotopic values (i.e. subsidence or
convergence) are perceived to be relevant for developing a
theory for the MJO, it follows that an isotopic analysis of the
system would be beneficial in forwarding a theory for moist
processes within the MJO. Specifically, the isotopic analysis
sheds light on ocean–atmosphere moisture flux and exchange
between hydrometeors and vapor within organized convec-
tive systems [Dansgaard, 1964; Lawrence et al., 2004; Risi
et al., 2008; Lee and Fung, 2008; Bony et al., 2008; Lee
et al., 2009], which have traditionally been challenging
to directly observe. The isotopic diagnosis of the MJO
presented here therefore attempts to bridge a gap between
processes that models predict to be critical for the devel-
opment and maintenance of MJO events and have yet to
be resolved with the existing observational database.
[10] Kurita et al. [2011] examined the isotopic composi-
tion of water vapor and precipitation during a single weak
MJO event and provided the first evidence of the utility of
isotopic information as a complement to more traditional
methods in diagnosing the hydrology of the MJO. Particu-
larly noteworthy in that study is the identification that
boundary layer moisture during the MJO is dominantly
influenced by exchange between falling hydrometeors from
stratiform precipitation and the underlying atmosphere. The
results show that the percentage of stratiform precipitation in
the MJO envelop must be accurately represented in climate
models in order to reproduce the boundary layer moisture
characteristics. The authors also find evidence of the
importance of evaporative flux from the marine surface
during the build-up phase of the MJO. The findings of
Kurita et al. [2011] however, leave a number of open
questions regarding general characteristics of the isotopic
footprint associated with the MJO. For example, because the
study was based on a single event, it is not feasible to assess
what aspects of the isotopic changes during the MJO are
truly systematic. MJO events are characterized by an
envelop of small-scale convective systems that vary between
events. Therefore, it is unlikely that a single event is gener-
ally representative of the system.
[11] The benefit of using isotope ratio data to characterize
the atmospheric water cycle is fully realized through spatial
and temporal analysis of the joint probability between total
water concentration and the isotope ratio of this water.
Consider an air mass whose total water concentration is
changing, this observation alone cannot reveal the process
driving the moistening or dehydration. However, simulta-
neous measurements of isotopes can reveal information on
the relevant processes acting to change the hydrology
[Webster and Heymsfield, 2003; Galewsky et al., 2007;
D. Noone et al., Pairing measurements of the water vapor
isotope ratio with humidity to deduce atmospheric moisten-
ing an dehydration in the tropical mid-troposphere, submitted
to Journal of Climate, 2012]. The classical example of how
this manifests is through the equation that describes Rayleigh
distillation, where the immediate loss of moisture through
condensation produces a reduction in the ratio between the
heavy and common water isotopologues and moisture that
falls along a predictable trajectory in the water-isotope space
[Friedman et al., 1964; Jouzel, 1986; Noone, 2012]. Devia-
tions from this trajectory reveal processes acting on the vapor
such as mixing from an additional moisture source or pre-
cipitation efficiency that is less than 1 [Worden et al., 2007].
Therefore a series of simple models derived from the Ray-
leigh distillation equation and end-member mixing models
can be applied toward understanding information on the
history of water vapor at a given location in space and time
(Noone et al., submitted manuscript, 2012). Within the
framework of these simple models that describe joint changes
in water and dD, a water budget for the MJO is developed.
While similar information can be derived through classical
meteorological fields by way of trajectory analysis and
careful budgeting of fluxes, these techniques do not provide
direct measures of the characteristic history of a vapor mass.
[12] In the first part of this paper a series of diagnostic
analyses are used to clearly identify the space and time
variations in water isotopes associated with the MJO. In the
second part of the study, a water budget analysis highlights
major transitions of the MJO moisture sources during initi-
ation, onset of deep convection, the passing of the stratiform
ledge and ultimately in the wake of the system. The study
concludes with a discussion on how these observations are
useful in resolving a number of competing theoretical
depictions of the MJO, namely in clearly identifying the
relative significance of evaporation and convergence in
providing moisture to sustain convection. The results pre-
sented have immediate implications with respect to valida-
tion of these theoretical depictions of the MJO water budget
and also may yield a more direct practical application in light
of the observation that the isotopic composition of vapor
during early initiation of the MJO may serve as a good
predictor of MJO development.
2. Methods: Data Sets
[13] The primary data set employed in this study is the
Version 4 and 5 retrievals of HDO and H2O from TES,
which is a high-resolution infrared spectrometer aboard
NASA’s AURA spacecraft. The retrievals provide global
coverage of atmospheric dD profiles with maximum sensi-
tivity between the 850–500 hPa level [Worden et al., 2006].
Retrievals from the 600 hpa level from July 2005 through
December 2009 were used. In the tropical latitudes, the
error on HDO measurements is less than 10% resulting
in a dD error of less than 10‰ [Worden et al., 2007]. All
data were subjected to quality control following the work of
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Worden et al. [2006] and Worden et al. [2007], which
includes correction of a documented bias associated with the
HDO estimates [Worden et al., 2010] and an additional
requirement that all measurements must have a degree of
freedom from the a priori that exceeds 0.5 [Brown et al.,
2008; Lee et al., 2011]. Filtering the data tends to remove
measurements taken during periods of high cloud optical
depth and thus subsequent analysis is weighted toward vapor
existing in the region surrounding the deep clouds [Lee et
al., 2011]. Lee et al. [2011] find that the retrievals of HDO
from TES infrared spectra are sensitive to cloud type, how-
ever this sensitivity produces only a modest artifact (5–
10‰) on the comparison of isotope ratio values from dif-
ferent cloud domains. Analysis of composites minimizes the
influence of this bias in the results. The findings are based on
features that are of a magnitude, which exceeds the uncer-
tainty associated with both the measurement and the cloud
sampling bias.
[14] A specific quantification of instrument sensitivity for
the domain and time period of the data in this study is esti-
mated by collocating all TES retrievals that pass the quality
criteria described above with outputs from an isotope-
enabled general circulation model (LMDZiso) [Risi et al.,
2010]. A comparison between raw model isotopic outputs
and those convolved by the averaging kernels used for the
TES retrievals [i.e., Worden et al., 2006] yields an estimate
on the extent to which the instrument sensitivity influences
the absolute value and variability of the satellite-derived
isotopic ratios. The results of this calculation suggest that the
highest dD values (≥120‰) are systematically under-
estimated by 5‰ while the lowest values (≤200‰) are
systematically overestimated 25‰. Therefore, the instru-
ment sensitivity of TES reduces the isotopic range by about
25–30%. Thus, the results presented throughout this study
likely represent a conservative representation of the actual
isotopic variations.
[15] The dD is calculated in‰ units by dividing the molar
ratio of HDO to H2O from that of Vienna Standard Mean
Ocean Water, subtracting unity and multiplying by 1000
(see equation (6)). Where possible, all analyses were based
on corrected satellite estimates that have not been subjected
to any interpolation. However, to accommodate spectral
analysis and the requirement for continuous spatial and
temporal fields, dD was binned onto a 3.75° longitude by
2.5° latitude global grid and five-day (pentad) averages were
calculated. In instances where no data was present after
binning and pentad-averaging, the Poisson grid-filling
algorithm from the NCAR Command Line package was
used to produce a continuous spatial and temporal isotopic
field.
[16] Estimates of the HDO/H2O ratio of lower atmospheric
dD were taken from the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spec-
trometer for Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY)
aboard ESA’s environmental research satellite [Frankenberg
et al., 2009]. The dataset has previously been validated
through comparison with in situ observational measurements
of dD. As opposed to TES, this data yields column-integrated
HDO and H2O, which provide an estimate of dD that is
heavily-weighted toward the lower 2 km of the atmosphere.
As a consequence, SCIAMACHY retrievals have signifi-
cantly higher ratios of HDO/H2O, which reflects the isotopic
composition of boundary layer air, which is strongly
influenced by surface fluxes that are depleted by the time
they reach the mid-troposphere (i.e. where TES retrievals are
most sensitive). The retrievals were filtered to remove
instances where the column integrated water concentration
differed by greater than 10% from that estimated from the
ERA-40 Reanalysis model [Uppala et al., 2005]. Because of
the uncertainty on individual measurements (40–100‰)
and a very limited number of reliable measurements over
the ocean, analysis is only performed after the data has
been averaged over large spatial (10°  10°) and tem-
poral (10-day) domains. The difference in overlapping
regional averages between TES and SCIAMACHY is used
to provide an estimate of the “isotopic lapse rate”, which
varies in response to vertical mixing, precipitation efficiency
and exchange processes [Rozanski and Sonntag, 1982;
Ehhalt et al., 2005].
[17] Additional meteorological fields from Global Mod-
eling and Assimilation Office-Modern Era Retrospective-
Analysis for Research and Applications (GMAO-MERRA)
Reanalysis model (temperature, rainfall evaporation, mois-
ture convergence, latent heat flux, vertical velocity, specific
humidity and cloud type/cover) [Rienecker et al., 2011], the
Global Precipitation Climatology Project (rainfall) [Adler
et al., 2003], NCEP-DOE Reanalysis II (wind fields, latent
heat flux and specific humidity) [Kanamitsu et al., 2002] and
the NOAA daily interpolated Outgoing Longwave Radiation
(OLR) product [Liebmann and Smith, 1996] are used to
understand processes influencing the isotopic composition
of the water vapor. Identical analyses are performed for
GMAO-MERRA and Reanalysis II in order to minimize
the likelihood that conclusions are based on a bias in a
single reanalysis model. This is particularly necessary for
surface heat fluxes and cloud properties, which are diag-
nostic products from the Reanalysis and so less robust.
While climate models in general fail to produce MJO
events, the Reanalysis models are constrained by satellite,
ground-based and radiosonde observations, which results
in reasonable representation of the large scale features of
the MJO [Kim et al., 2009].
3. Methods: Analytical
[18] To assess the strength of the MJO signature on
atmospheric dD, a suite of MJO diagnostics following the
recommendations of Waliser et al. [2009] and Wheeler and
Hendon [2004] are used. dD anomaly maps for each of the
eight phases of the MJO are calculated by projecting isotopic
anomalies onto an MJO index derived from a multivariate
empirical orthogonal function analysis of OLR, 200, and
850 hPa wind fields. To quantitatively diagnose the MJO
signal in the isotopic field, space-time spectral analysis is
performed, which isolates isotopic variability with the
unique wave dispersion characteristics, slow propagation
speed and geographic preference of the MJO [Wheeler and
Kiladis, 1999]. The space-time spectra for dD is calculated
using a multitaper approach and significance is estimated
relative to a reddened background spectra which is calcu-
lated by progressively smoothing the spectra using a 1-2-1
filter until all non-random signals are removed [Kiladis
et al., 2009]. The calculated spectra is subtracted from the
background and all values exceeding the 95% confidence
interval are retained. Characteristic wave types are
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distinguished using solutions for wave dispersion derived
from the shallow water equations [Matsuno, 1966; Kiladis
et al., 2009].
[19] In order to isolate the climatic processes that influ-
ence the isotopic composition of the moisture, the phase
angle between isotopic variability and relevant climate pro-
cesses (e.g. wind, moisture convergence, precipitation) is
calculated. For this analysis, an areally-averaged dD time
series is produced for 2005–2008 from the core of the MJO
domain (80–120°E and 12°S–12°N) and an assumption is
made that variability with 30–90 day periodicity arises
principally from the MJO. Cross-spectral analysis between
the dD time series and meteorological fields indicative of
MJO activity such as OLR, specific humidity and rainfall are
calculated using a multitaper method [Chave et al., 1987].
The coherence and phase are then used to estimate
whether the given process influences the isotopic signa-
ture associated with the MJO and at which point in the
MJO life cycle this process is significant. Uncertainty in
the estimate of phase is calculated using a Monte-Carlo
procedure where numerous (500) random time series with
similar spectral features as the dD time series and the
relevant climate field are generated. For each of these
randomly generated time series’, cross spectral analysis is
performed which results in a distribution of possible
phase angles that could arise purely from chance given
time series’ with these same spectral characteristics. The
phase angle between dD and each field is then presented
as a distribution based on the results from the Monte
Carlo simulation.
3.1. Moisture Source Isotope Ratios
[20] One approach toward isolating the moisture sources
influencing an air mass is to explicitly solve for the isotopic
composition of the flux term using a budget equation. By
resolving the isotopic composition of the flux, some con-
straints can be placed on the moisture feeding the system.
For example, moisture evaporated from the tropical ocean
has an isotopic composition of 80‰. A simple budget
equation for moisture in an air mass must account for vapor
that preexists, vapor that is added by a convergent flux and
moisture that is lost by a sink (condensation). The isotopic
ratio is thus governed by:
dq dD
dt
¼ F  dDflux  C  dDsink ð1Þ
where F is the flux and C is the condensation sink. Because
dD is not a conservative quantity, the equation must be
rewritten as a budget for both HDO and H2O separately and
the isotopic composition of the flux is then estimated from
the results of the two isotopologue budgets. For the water
vapor mixing ratio, q, the budget equation is:
qt ¼ qt1 þ dt  qflux  qcondensation
 
ð2Þ
[21] The concentration of water is taken directly from the
TES retrievals, and condensation amount is taken from the
MERRA reanalysis archives where cumulative (large scale +
convective) precipitation production (archived in units of
kg kg1 day1) integrated between the 600–700 hpa level
is used. An analogous equation for HDO is written as
follows, where HDO concentrations are taken directly
from the TES retrievals:
HDOt ¼ HDOt1 þ dt HDOflux  HDOcondensation
  ð3Þ
[22] Because the HDO concentration in the condensate is
unknown, an assumption is made that the precipitation forms
in isotopic equilibrium with the vapor and the ratio of HDO
to H2O in the condensate can thus be estimated with the
following equation:
dDcondensation ¼ dDvapor þ a 1ð Þ ð4Þ
and a is given by Majoube [1971]:
lnaHDO ¼ 24844T 2 
76:248
T
 0:52612 ð5Þ
where T is temperature in kelvins, which was taken from the
MERRA archives. For each daily time step, the flux of HDO
and H2O is thus calculated separately and the resulting terms
are converted to d-notation using the following equation:
dDflux ¼
HDOflux
qflux
HDOoceanwater
qoceanwater
 1 ∗ 1000 ð6Þ
[23] A band pass filtered (Lanczos filter, low-pass
30 days) time series of H2O is used to identify sustained
periods where the atmosphere is primarily being moistened
(i.e. d(H2O)/dt > 0) and the isotopic composition of the
moisture flux derived from equations (1)–(6) is calculated
over the region bounded by 80–120°E and 12°S–12°N for
each day during these sustained intraseasonal moistening
periods (i.e. the MJO). The daily flux estimates are then
separated into the moisture flux associated with the first half
of the moistening sequence and the flux associated with the
second half of the moistening period. Splitting the sequence
in half represents an arbitrary break point, which is used to
test whether the moisture flux changes during the evolution
of the system. Hereafter, the early half is referred to as
“Onset/Initiation” and the second half as “Peak”. This same
procedure is repeated for both the western Indian Ocean
(80–120°E and 12°S–12°N) and for a region in the tropical/
sub-tropical N. Atlantic Ocean (35–55°W and 12°N–22°N).
These regions were selected to address whether the evolu-
tion of moisture flux for the MJO is simply characteristic of
all large-scale convective activity or whether its evolution,
with respect to moistening processes, differs fundamentally.
The regions selected both exhibit significant intraseasonal
variability on timescales that are comparable to the MJO,
which makes them suitable for this type of comparison.
3.2. Composite Analysis of MJO Events
[24] Traditional MJO diagnostic analyses characterize the
strength of an MJO based on deviations in wind and OLR in
subsequent eastward domains of the Indian Ocean and
Tropical Pacific [Wheeler and Hendon, 2004]. It is the sus-
tained eastward propagation at speeds of 4–8 m s1 that
distinguishes the MJO from other strong convective systems
in the Indian Ocean. Using these established diagnostics, ten
MJO events were selected from the period between 2005–
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2009 where the amplitude of the event remains near to one
standard deviation greater than the mean normalized value
for each consecutive 8 phases of the MJO. The events chosen
represent approximately the strongest 50% of the MJO
events during this period. Because subtle differences exist in
the approach of characterizing the strength of an MJO event,
those chosen for the composite isotopic analysis were
required to pass the threshold criteria on both the multivariate
MJO index ofWheeler and Hendon [2004] and one based on
an extended empirical orthogonal function analysis of the
200 hPa wind fields (cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/
CWlink/daily_mjo_index/proj_norm_order.ascii) (Table 1).
[25] For each of the selected MJO events, the joint prob-
ability density function of H2O and dD for a fixed region in
which convection associated with the MJO dominates (90–
120°E and 12°S–12°N) is calculated for progressive pentads
as the system develops and dissipates in this region. The
approach deviates from traditional MJO analysis in that it
does not follow the event eastward but rather characterize its
buildup and dissipation from a fixed location. The analysis
focuses on four consecutive pentads prior to the peak of the
MJO (centered at 17.5, 12.5, -7.5 and 2.5 days) and
continues for four pentads after the MJO has reached its
peak (centered at +2.5 +7.5, +12.5, +17.5). The joint density
of H2O and dD is calculated for each pentad using a non-
parametric kernel density estimation approach for each of
the ten events and the resulting probability density functions
(PDFs) are averaged together as an arithmetic mean and
subtracted from the cumulative PDF for this region calcu-
lated from all available retrievals. The calculation of the
bivariate PDF follows the methods of Botev et al. [2010]
where a Gaussian kernel is used and the bandwidth is
optimized. This procedure produces a bivariate PDF
anomaly map for each stage of the MJO that highlights
how the moisture characteristics evolve. In order to inter-
pret the cause of the moisture anomalies in the PDFs, the
anomaly maps are compared against the isotopic process
models from Noone et al. (submitted manuscript, 2012),
which were parameterized using known values for kinetic
and equilibrium isotopic fractionation [Merlivat and
Jouzel, 1979; Stewart, 1975; Jouzel, 1986] and initialized
using an average value for moisture evaporating from the
warm tropical ocean (dD = 80‰).
[26] With respect to moisture sources for the MJO, the
isotopic information proves most useful through generating
phase diagrams that trace the trajectory of dD–H2O pairs
through the life cycle of the system. The phase diagrams
were calculated from the same composite data set used to
generate the PDF anomaly maps except that for each pro-
gressive pentad, the expected dD and H2O is calculated as
well as the extrema of the joint-PDF, which leads to a scalar
representation (as opposed to distribution) of the character-
istic vapor during an MJO life cycle. An identical analysis
was performed for a region in the Atlantic (described above),
to determine whether the isotopic-phase of the MJO is
unique or simply characteristic of all sustained organized
convection. Lastly, phase diagrams were also produced for
the boundary layer moisture using isotopic retrievals from
the SCIAMACHY data set. The dD and H2O from TES and
SCIAMACHY for each phase are subtracted from one
another to identify secular trends in the “isotopic lapse rate”.
The vertical profile of the isotopic composition of vapor is
important for distinguishing vertical mixing or detrainment
of boundary layer water by shallow clouds. For example, the
characteristically steep isotopic gradient associated with
pure Rayleigh distillation (i.e. preferential rainout of HDO to
H2O with height) is relaxed when vertical mixing brings
vapor with relatively high isotope ratios to altitude [Webster
and Heymsfield, 2003] or when depleted moisture from
height is mixed downward [Bony et al., 2008].
[27] Uncertainty on the estimate of mean values is
expressed throughout the paper using standard error, sﬃﬃnp ,
where s is the standard deviation and n is the total number of
retrievals that compose the mean value.
4. Results
4.1. Spatial and Spectral Isotopic Footprint of the MJO
[28] In Figure 1, composite dD anomaly maps are shown
for each of the eight phases of the MJO [Wheeler and
Hendon, 2004]. The results suggest the MJO is associated
with an eastward propagating couplet of moisture with high
and low isotope ratios. In the developing stages (Index 1 and
2), the amplitude of the positive anomaly is small (5–10‰)
but grows progressively (16–20‰) as the system propagates
to the dateline. While the sensitivity of individual dD
retrievals from TES is 10‰, because the composites are
developed from a large number of retrievals, the main spatial
structure for each of the phases is robust while individual
data may not be (standard error maps for each phase are
shown in auxiliary material Figure S1).1
[29] A Hovmöller plot of a section of the data produced
from band-passed (30–90 days) dD and OLR anomalies is
shown in Figure 2. Long-lived and slowly propagating iso-
topic anomalies are recurrent west of the dateline and are
often parallel or synchronous with OLR anomalies. A few
examples of these systems are highlighted by white dotted
Table 1. List of MJO Events Used to Generate the Isotope
Composites
Event Duration Satellite RMM12 + RMM22a EEOF/CPC
8/26/05–9/25/05 TES 3.9 1.7
10/30/05–11/24/05 TES 4.3 1.5
6/17/06–7/12/06 TES 1.3 1.0
12/19/06–1/13/07 TES 4.9 1.8
2/17/07–3/9/07 TES 3.7 1.4
6/7/07–7/22/07 TES 1.5 1.3
12/9/07–1/18/08 TES 4.1 1.6
3/9/08–4/8/08 TES 1.0 1.4
4/3/09–5/8/09 TES 4.7 1.7
11/4/09–11/29/09 TES 3.4 1.8
12/4/03–1/18/04 SCIAM 4.4 1.5
1/23/04–2/22/04 SCIAM 3.7 1.6
3/9/04–3/29/04 SCIAM 6.3 1.0
4/28/04–5/18/04 SCIAM 3.4 1.5
6/2/04–7/7/04 SCIAM 2.5 0.8
9/20/04–10/20/04 SCIAM 2.3 0.9
12/29/04–1/23/05 SCIAM 2.1 1.3
3/24/05–4/28/05 SCIAM 7.7 1.5
5/3/05–5/23/05 SCIAM 5.2 1.6
8/26/05–9/25/05 SCIAM 2.8 1.3
aWheeler and Hendon [2004].
1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011JD016803.
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lines in Figure 2. We also note high amplitude isotopic sig-
nals in the eastern Tropical Pacific though these appear as
faster moving and shorter-lived systems. While these fea-
tures are not diagnosed explicitly here, it is hypothesized that
they likely arise from the sensitivity of TES dD to large-
scale subsidence in the descent region of the Walker circu-
lation as this process involves the mixing of dry, isotopically
depleted air into the mid-troposphere.
[30] The results from the space-time spectral analysis of
dD show a pronounced MJO signal, characterized by
eastward propagating waves, with periods of 30–90 days and
wave numbers between 1 and 2 [e.g., Wheeler and Kiladis,
1999] (Figure 3). There is significant power also associated
with westward propagating Rossby waves (i.e. the eastern
Tropical Pacific features from Figure 2) and a higher wave
number signal, which arises from the 16-day recurrence
frequency of identical passes by Aura. Space-time spectral
analysis is conducted for the TES H2O field, which reveals
the presence of both an MJO signal and one associated with
westward propagating Rossby waves. The most prominent
Figure 1. Composite map of the dD anomalies for progressive phases of the MJO. The figure was cre-
ated using a multivariate EOF analysis of OLR, 200 hPa U-winds and 850 hPa U-winds from NCEP
Reanalysis and projecting isotopic anomalies on the MJO index derived from the leading two principal
components of the EOF analysis.
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difference between the water and isotopic fields is the pres-
ence of a Kelvin wave signature in water that is not apparent
in the dD field. The absence of this signature in dD may arise
as a product of data quality issues, where missing data points
would remove or obscure certain higher frequency cycles.
An alternative physical explanation of this observation is
that, unlike Rossby waves, Kelvin waves are not associated
with material transport, and therefore the history of the vapor
in an air mass is not propagated downstream.
[31] Similar space-time spectral analysis of other meteo-
rological fields are calculated in order to confirm the lack of
Kelvin wave signature in dD is associated with material
Figure 2. (left) Hovmöller plot of band-pass (30–90 days) filtered dD anomalies and OLR anomalies.
The data was filtered with a Lanczos filter using all values falling between 15°S to 15°N latitude. (right)
The same analysis was done with the NOAA OLR daily interpolated data set. White dotted lines are used
to emphasize pronounced MJO events in the isotopic and OLR fields and black dotted lines indicate
Rossby waves with depleted isotopic ratios.
Figure 3. Time-space spectral analysis for (left) dD and (right) H2O mixing ratio, q. Dispersion curves
for equatorial Rossby and Kelvin waves are shown as dotted lines [Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999]. Only con-
tours that are significant (≥95%) above a red noise background are plotted in units of log-power in 0.2 con-
tours. The arrow marks the signal associated with the AURA recurrence frequency.
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transport (Figure 4). It is shown (as discussed by Wheeler
and Kiladis [1999]) that pronounced MJO and Kelvin
wave signals are seen in OLR, integrated specific humidity
and vertical velocity (omega). However, similar to dD, sur-
face latent heat flux is insensitive to to Kelvin waves. The
absence of a Kelvin wave signature in latent heat flux may
also explain the lack of a similar signal in the dD field as the
ratio of HDO/H2O is particularly sensitive to moisture flux
from surface evaporation. Although the latent heat flux field
is a diagnostic product from the Reanalysis model and
therefore sensitive to how surface fluxes are represented,
large-scale changes in this field are ultimately sensitive to
meteorological drivers, which are robust in the Reanalysis
model.
4.2. Phase Relationship Between dD and Other
Meteorological Parameters
[32] Using a single MJO event as a case study, Kurita
et al. [2012] identify a significant transition in the dD of
vapor during the MJO associated with the transition between
relatively enriched moisture from evaporative flux and vapor
that has been depleted by post-condensational exchange as
the prevalence of stratiform rain in the MJO envelop increa-
ses. In Figure 5, an extension of this analysis is presented by
considering the phase relationship between the satellite-
derived dD for all MJO events during the 2005–2009 time
period and a number of Reanalysis fields. The maximum
value for dD occurs at the point in time denoted by the dotted
line (i.e. Day 00) in Figure 5. Thus, the relationship between
the isotopic composition of the moisture and the meteoro-
logical fields are presented with respect to the peak in dD. As
indicated from the autocorrelation function of dD (Figure 6),
the minima in dD occurs approximately 20–30 days after this
peak. Therefore, those meteorological fields that have a
maximum lag in the 20–30 day window are roughly in anti-
phase with dDwhile those that cluster near Day 00 exhibit an
in-phase relationship. Other aspects of the phasing relation-
ships between non-isotopic meteorological data are also
implied from this analysis such as the anti-phased behavior
between OLR and omega.
[33] Prior to the peak in dD, there is an intraseasonal peak
in omega, which is associated with a suppression of cloud
formation. This is followed by maxima in meridional surface
winds (denoted “Merid.”) and surface evaporation (Evap.),
which both increase nearly synchronously with dD but
reach their peak values slightly after dD. As dD begins to
drop (i.e. following Day 00, Figure 5), there is a rise in
integrated positive zonal moisture convergence (denoted
“H2O conv.”), which has a vertical maximum in this
region at the 850 hPa level. This is followed by peaks in
850 and 650 hPa specific humidity (SHUM), the latter of
which is calculated using both Reanalysis data and from
TES H2O. Between 15–20 days after the dD maximum,
precipitation (Precip.) and negative OLR anomalies (indic-
ative of the peak in MJO activity) reach their maxima.
2–4 days after the peak in MJO activity, the maxima in
stratiform cloud cover (H. Cld.) and rainfall evaporation
(Rain Evap.) occur.
[34] The phase calculations depict a sequence where dry-
ing of the boundary layer promotes evaporation, which
results in a rise of isotopic values. In general the flux from
surface evaporation will be enriched relative to the back-
ground moisture as a consequence of the moisture having
yet to undergo any distillation. The specific isotopic ratio of
the evaporating moisture will vary as a consequence of sea
surface temperature and the thickness and stability of the
boundary layer between the ocean and atmosphere, which
influences the extent to which diffusion will deplete the flux
in heavy isotopes. During strong surface winds, the condi-
tions will be primarily turbulent and thus little fractionation
by diffusion will occur [Craig and Gordon, 1965]. Fur-
thermore, in stormy conditions sea spray may significantly
enhance the isotopic ratio in the air as this will produce a
moisture source that is identical to that of the ocean
[Lawrence et al., 2004]. As evaporation declines, zonal
convergence becomes more prominent and the isotopic
values experience a progressive decline. It is not clear from
the phase analysis alone whether the increase in easterly
convergence has a direct causal influence on the decline in
dD or whether the statistical relationship reflects the
Figure 4. Time-space cross spectral analysis for different fields against OLR. Vectors show the phase
(in-phase horizontal right) for all points where the coherence between variables is significant. Colors
are used to denote the strength of the coherence. The dispersion curves are identical to those shown in
Figure 2.
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increasing presence of stratiform rains and associated post-
condensational exchange during the maturity of the MJO
envelope [Kurita et al., 2012]. Using ground-based radars,
Yamada et al. [2010] note that during the development of
Super Cloud Clusters [Nakazawa, 1988] associated with the
MJO, strong easterly convergence in the mid-troposphere
can have zonal distances on the order of a few degrees. It
could be inferred from these observations and those pre-
sented in Figure 5 that there is an increase in the presence of
regional moisture relative to the local evaporative flux dur-
ing the buildup of the MJO. This moisture would be depleted
with respect to the local source if it had experienced any
previous condensation. Figure 2 suggests that in some
instances during initiation of an MJO event, westward
propagating Rossby Waves may be responsible for the
convergence of moisture with relatively low isotopic ratios.
The importance of Rossby waves in triggering MJO events
is well-documented elsewhere [Matthews, 2000], however,
their direct role in long distance moisture transport has yet to
be explicitly documented.
[35] Throughout the MJO sequence, the atmospheric col-
umn is moistening from the bottom up and as precipitation
increases in step with the moistening atmosphere, the iso-
topic values continue to decline, reaching their minimum
value at the peak of stratiform rainfall. The decline of the
isotope ratios during the increase in MJO activity is consis-
tent with the inverse relationship between precipitation
Figure 6. A series of autocorrelation functions for TES dD
values for boxes encompassing the MJO domain. All boxes
extend from 12°S to 12°N latitude. The dotted line repre-
sents correlation coefficients that are significant at p < 0.05
relative to a white noise alternative.
Figure 5. Phasing relationships in the 30–90 day window between dD and a series of climatological
fields that are considered influential on the initiation and/or maintenance of the MJO. The phasing was
calculated using a multitaper coherence estimate [Chave et al., 1987]. Probable phasing is plotted as
gaussian distributions based on the results from a Monte Carlo simulation (see text for details). Fields that
plot to the left of the dotted line are those that lead the maxima in dD (as indicated by the dotted line) while
those to the right, lag the maxima in dD. The minima in dD occurs at approximately the 25-day mark and
therefore the fields that fall in this region are in near-antiphase with dD. The
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
density
p
is used as the unit
for cosmetic reasons (i.e. to reduce the spread of values on the y axis). (top) The analysis was done for the
MJO region and the progressive colored bars track the maturity of the system and delineate the pentad time
steps used in Figures 7 and 8 (i.e. Days relative to the peak of MJO based on OLR). (bottom) The same
analysis but done for the region to the immediate west of the MJO domain.
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amount and isotope ratios (i.e. the “Amount Effect”) as has
been directly observed [Dansgaard, 1964; Kurita et al.,
2009] and diagnosed in model simulations [Risi et al.,
2008; Lee and Fung, 2008]. Using a model simulation that
has been nudged to meteorological fields and fitted with
isotopic tracers, Kurita et al. [2012] find that during the peak
of simulated MJO events, the primary mechanism that leads
to the depletion in isotopic values is post-condensational
exchange that occurs as stratiform rains formed high in the
troposphere fall through the atmosphere. This was also noted
in the work of Lawrence et al. [2004], which showed that in
long-lived convective systems these exchange processes are
necessary to explain the observed low d values in precipi-
tation. The phase relationship also suggests that the isotopic
depletion in the MJO moisture arises as a consequence of
rainfall evaporation, which is associated both with large-
scale subsidence and unsaturated downdrafts, which trans-
port air containing vapor with low dD from higher altitudes
in the mid-troposphere downward [Risi et al., 2008].
[36] A similar phase analysis is conducted for the oceanic
region to the west of the MJO domain (western Indian Ocean,
hereafter WIO). The results are used for comparative purposes
as this region experiences organized convective systems that
do not propagate or persist like the convection associated with
the MJO (Figure 5). In the WIO, the sequence shares some
clear similarities to that which occurs in the MJO domain
(drying-evaporation-convergence-precipitation) but unfolds
over a shorter period of time (12–16 days). One noteworthy
difference between the two is that intraseasonal dD variability
in the WIO is disconnected from rainfall evaporation as
inferred from the very large uncertainty in the phase angle
associated with this variable. Recall that in the MJO domain,
rainfall evaporation appears tightly connected with dD,
reaching its peak during the dD minima. To the extent that
rainfall evaporation is closely tied to stratiform precipitation,
the difference in the two domains with respect to this variable,
may reflect a causal need for large-scale stratiform precipita-
tion to sustain the MJO [Lin et al., 2004]. The other notable
Figure 7. The bivariate probability density function of dD and water observed from TES in the region
bounded by 12°S to 12°N latitude and 90°–120° longitude at 5-day time increments prior and after a pass-
ing MJO event. At each time interval a composite PDF for all events listed in Table 1 was created using an
adaptive kernel density procedure following Botev et al. [2010] and this value was subtracted from a back-
ground PDF (see auxiliary material Figure 1) generated using all observations from said region. Therefore,
positive values (red) represent moisture that is anomalous relative to the mean for this region. The filled
contour regions identify the extrema of each map and are the values used to generate the phase diagrams
in Figures 8a and 8b. The lines, which are labeled only in the first panel, are theoretical trajectories for
moisture that is undergoing mixing (red), condensation (blue) or condensation recycling (purple) pro-
cesses. The derivations for the equations for these models are presented by Noone et al. (submitted man-
uscript, 2012) and described in the text.
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difference between the MJO-domain and the WIO is that
because the intraseasonal variability is weaker in the WIO,
uncertainty in the phase calculations are larger and the
sequence as a consequence is less organized.
4.3. Moisture Sources of MJO Through Joint H2O–dD
Analysis
[37] Composite joint PDF anomalies of water and dD
(based on events from Table 1) are shown in Figure 7
alongside theoretical trajectories associated with moisture
undergoing Rayleigh distillation (blue curve), a mixing line
between evaporation from an oceanic source and a depleted
dry end-member (red curve), and moisture that has under-
gone rainfall evaporation (purple curve). The models are
based on those derived by Noone et al. (submitted manu-
script, 2012) and here the initial moisture source is assumed
to be vapor in equilibrium with the tropical ocean, with a dD
value of 80‰. Changes in the joint densities of H2O and
dD during different phases of the MJO provide a perspective
on the sequence of moist processes associated with the MJO
that is independent of the statistical relationships derived
from the phase relationships between the isotopic composi-
tion of the moisture and selected meteorological fields
described in the previous section.
[38] For each MJO phase, the joint PDF for the region
based on all available observations (i.e. 2005–2009), is
subtracted from the observed with red (blue) indicating the
presence of moisture that is in a higher (lower) concentra-
tion than the mean state for this region (auxiliary material
Figure S2). Approximately 15–20 days prior to the peak in
MJO precipitation (Figure 7a), the moisture at the 600–
700 hPa level is anomalously composed of moisture that has
been directly evaporated from a warm oceanic source. This
observation is supported by Figure 5 where the maximum
lag between surface evaporation and dD is close to Day 00
and therefore suggests tight phasing between these two
fields. As the MJO develops (Figures 7b and 7c), the
evaporative source transitions into one characterized by
moisture that has undergone distillation as indicated by its
closer proximity to a Rayleigh distillation line. This shift in
moisture occurs approximately coincident with the transition
from the maximum in evaporative flux to the maximum in
easterly moisture convergence as depicted in the phase
analysis (Figure 5).
[39] As an MJO event reaches its peak (Figures 7d–7f), the
moisture PDFs bifurcate providing evidence for the presence
of multiple distinct moisture sources. The presence of
moisture that falls well below the Rayleigh distillation line
has previously been interpreted to indicate the presence of
moisture derived from the evaporation of falling liquid pre-
cipitation [Worden et al., 2007]. A second maximum occurs
along the trajectory associated with moisture directly origi-
nating from evaporation from an oceanic source and a third
maximum is associated with an extremely dry air mass,
which may be associated with subsiding air. The increasing
complexity of the PDFs may, in part, reflect that the inner
cloud structure of the MJO is diverse, including both east-
ward propagating convective clouds and a westward moving
cloud shield [Yamada et al., 2010]. The multitude of cloud
structures would add complexity through the influence that
cloud properties have on isotopic retrievals [e.g., Lee et al.,
2011]. With progressive time (Figures 7g and 7h), the air
begins to dry out, little moisture is seen near or below the
Rayleigh distillation line and the moisture is replaced by an
evaporative source comparable to that observed during the
initiation stage.
[40] A phase diagram of this sequence is generated using
both the composite mean dD and H2O values (Figure 8c) and
by calculating the extrema from each of the PDF anomaly
maps (Figures 8a and 8b). The phase maps of the extrema
are useful in clearly distinguishing the characteristics of
the specific moisture source(s) associated with each phase
of the MJO (Figures 8a and 8b), while the phase diagram
of the mean PDF anomaly reveals characteristic aspects of
Figure 8. Composite phase diagrams of the joint behavior of H2O and dD during the passing of an MJO
event based on the PDF maps shown in Figure 7. (a) Calculated using the leading extrema of the PDF
anomaly maps (see filled contours in Figure 7). (b) As the MJO event develops, a single extrema is
replaced by multiple and the second leading extrema for each pentad is expressed. (c) The weighted (by
H2O) mean value of dD and H2O as an MJO event approaches and passes by the region bounded by
12°S to 12°N latitude and 90°–120° longitude. The axes units are different for Figure 8c than for
Figures 8a and 8b because the overall variability is smaller.
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the total moisture field. For simplicity, only the leading
two extrema are presented and therefore Figures 8a and 8b
neglect some of the complexity of Figures 7d–7f.
[41] The phase analysis in Figure 8c suggests that during
the initiation stage of the MJO, the moisture transitions from
being relatively enriched in the heavy isotope to being pro-
gressively depleted as the system develops. The initial iso-
topic changes occur despite the fact that there were only
modest change in total humidity, which results in a down-
ward vertical trajectory in the H2O–dD space. This marks a
transition where the moisture type is shifting with no con-
comitant change in total moisture. Thus, the rates of moisture
loss and gain are roughly balanced but the source of moisture
has changed. Based on the phase analysis between dD and
climate fields from Figure 5, the vertical trajectory most
likely marks the transition between an evaporative source and
one derived from zonal moisture convergence, though the
latter is more difficult to constrain. This is further confirmed
by the observation that the maximum of the moisture anom-
aly plots along the theoretical trajectory associated with
moisture from an evaporative source but becomes displaced
from this trajectory as the system matures.
[42] The isotopic composition of the moisture that brings
about the rise in H2O is estimated using equations (2) and
Figure 9. (top) The distribution of the isotopic values for the daily moisture flux during the initiation and
peak of MJO events following equations (2) and (3). Moisture fluxes associated with intraseasonal vari-
ability in the (middle) N. Atlantic and (bottom) western Indian Ocean are also shown to contrast how
moisture flux in the MJO changes during the system’s evolution whereas the values remain nearly stable
for the alternative convective systems. Please refer to the text for a description of the budget equation used
to calculate the flux values.
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(3). For each day of the moistening, a cumulative dDflux is
calculated for the region bounded by 80–120°E and 12°S–
12°N for the first and second half (“initiation/onset” and
“peak”, respectively) of the of MJO (Figure 9). The differ-
ence in mean dDflux between the early and latter stages of the
MJO is approximately 30‰ though both are characterized
by rather wide distributions of daily flux values. The values
during the initiation stage reveal the presence of a long tail of
relatively enriched values consistent with moistening by an
evaporative source. However, the ends of the tail extend well
beyond the ratios that would be expected from oceanic
evaporation and while the values are similar to what may be
expected from sea spray, it is likely they actually arise as an
artifact from the simplicity of the budget model. During the
period of MJO peak intensity (i.e. 00 lag), the distribution
indicates the presence of a number of smaller populations of
moisture fluxes, one of which is very depleted (300‰)
and a second small population that is enriched (100‰).
Similar to the growing moisture source complexity repre-
sented by the changes in the joint PDFs (Figure 7) as the
MJO evolves, the analysis from Figure 9 also suggests the
presence of multiple distinct moisture sources during the
peak of the MJO.
[43] Following the peak in MJO precipitation (i.e. Day
+2.5), the atmosphere remains moist while the isotope ratios
increase, which manifests as a positive vertical trajectory in
the dD–H2O phase diagram (Figure 8). This period shows
the most marked bifurcation in moisture sources, with one
source clearly falling along the evaporative line and the
second reaching well below the Rayleigh distillation curve.
The sequence concludes along a horizontal trajectory in the
H2O–dD space where the air is drying but maintaining a
largely stable isotopic value. Mixing between a dry end-
member and an air mass that is populated with evaporation
(i.e. red curve in Figure 7a) produces a similar effect,
because the mixing of dry air would reduce the overall
concentration of water in the air but would provide too little
moisture to influence the isotopic value. Large-scale subsi-
dence following the peak in MJO activity and the concom-
itant rise in surface evaporation because of a decrease in
cloudiness is consistent with the observed response in the
H2O–dD space.
4.4. A Comparison Between the MJO and Atlantic
Convection
[44] In order to test the uniqueness of the MJO phase
diagram relative to other sustained convective systems, the
analysis described above is replicated for a region in the N.
Atlantic that has similar intraseasonal variability but is
clearly not directly related to the MJO (Figure 10a). The
Figure 10. The isotopic phase diagram for a region of the N. Atlantic. (a) The percentage of total OLR
variability that is in the 30–90 day window, which was used to identify a region with sustained Convective
systems that are somewhat comparable to the MJO. (b) shows an areally averaged time series of OLR that
has been filtered to include only variability ion the 30–90 day range. The dotted lines highlight the systems
that were included in (c) the composite phase diagram. A slightly more compressed time window was used
for this Phase diagram than the one shown in Figure 8 to accommodate the shorter longevity of these sys-
tems relative to the MJO.
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OLR time series for this region reveals a number of sus-
tained organized convective events (Figure 10b), which are
used in composite to produce a similar isotopic phase dia-
gram as has been done for the MJO (Figure 8). The timescale
of the analysis was reduced to accommodate the shorter
longevity of these systems relative to the MJO. The results
from this analysis (Figure 10c) indicate the presence of a
clearly defined quasi-linear trajectory of H2O–dD over the
life cycle of these convective systems. It is beyond the scope
of this study to discuss in detail the significance of this cycle,
however its linear nature suggests perhaps only a single
predominant moistening source. For example, moistening
principally through marine evaporation and then mixing
with a dry source (such as easterly winds from Africa) would
yield this type of trajectory. The moisture feeding the con-
vection in this region thus appears more uniform than the
stepwise moisture source transitions that characterize the life
cycle of the MJO.
4.5. Relationship of Boundary Layer
and Midtropospheric Moisture
[45] A similar phase diagram for the MJO is also calcu-
lated for the boundary layer using HDO retrievals from
SCIAMACHY (Figure 11). The data is considerably more
uncertain than TES and thus interpretation of small features
needs to be treated with additional caution. Boundary layer
H2O appears to show a slow drying during the onset of the
MJO and only begins to rise significantly during the peak in
MJO precipitation. The boundary layer remains moist in the
days following the passage of the event. This disagrees with
more robust estimates of atmospheric moisture during the
MJO [Tian et al., 2010] and highlights the uncertainty
inherent to this data set with respect to analysis over the
ocean and at the spatiotemporal resolution of this analysis.
The dD field remains reasonably constant in the days leading
up to the peak in MJO activity and then drops 20‰ fol-
lowing the peak of the event. While acknowledging the
uncertainty in these estimates, the average dD values are
comparable to those observed directly though cyrogenic
trapping of vapor and direct isotopic measurements by
Kurita et al. [2012] and the timing and magnitude of the
boundary layer minima following the MJO peak also agree
with the direct observations. When plotted in H2O–dD
space, the boundary layer air contains an anomalous feature
with particularly low dD at high humidity shortly following
the MJO peak, suggesting that the boundary layer has been
influenced by similar post-condensational exchange pro-
cesses as observed in the mid-troposphere (Figure 8).
[46] The difference between the mean boundary layer and
middle troposphere dD is used to produce an estimate of the
“isotopic lapse rate” for the MJO life cycle (Figure 12). The
isotopic lapse rate varies in response to changes in precipi-
tation efficiency and vertical mixing such that during periods
of high precipitation efficiency there is a steep gradient (with
dD depleting as a function of height) as moisture with rela-
tively high isotope ratios is progressively rained out [Ehhalt,
1971; Ehhalt et al., 2005]. On the contrary, when the pre-
cipitation efficiency is reduced and high dD boundary
layer air is exported vertically and detrained in the mid-
troposphere with limited rainout, the result is a more
homogeneous profile [Bony et al., 2008]. In addition, the
downward mixing of depleted air through downdrafts, pre-
cipitation evaporation and ice sublimation can produce a
comparable effect [Jouzel, 1986; Risi et al., 2008]. Alter-
natively, the isotopic lapse rate can reflect disconnectedness
between different layers of the atmosphere, where conver-
gence of moisture at one height might produce an isotopic
change that is indistinguishable at other levels.
[47] During the initiation stage of the MJO, there is a weak
vertical isotopic gradient (Figure 12b), implying that
Figure 11. Composite time series’ of boundary layer (bottom left) H2O and (top left) dD during the pass-
ing of an MJO event from the SCIAMACHY data set [Frankenberg et al., 2009]. Uncertainty bounds
(dotted) lines are  one standard error of the field. (right) The relationship between H2O and dD over time
as the event passes by.
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moisture at the TES retrieval level has experienced minimal
distillation with respect to the moisture in the boundary
layer. This is consistent with the development of a deep
boundary layer during the initiation stage, similar to that
suggested by Blade and Hartmann [1993]. During the
buildup phase of the MJO, burn-off from shallow cumulus
clouds could produce this effect by transporting boundary
layer total water vertically while not producing the depleting
affects associated with rainout. There is no fractionation
between the water isotopologues of cloud water and atmo-
spheric vapor if the evaporation of cloud condensate is
complete. While the shallow gradient, could also reflect
vertical homogenization by downward mixing of depleted
air, the relatively enriched isotopic values in the mid-tropo-
sphere during the onset stage, suggest this is not the likely
mechanism. During the development of MJO activity, the
gradient reaches a maxima where mid-level moisture is
depleted relative to the boundary layer dD by 50‰
(Figure 12c). When the gradient begins to develop (Day
7.5), this is coincident with the maximum in zonal con-
vergence and a lack of any significant isotopic or total water
changes in boundary layer moisture (i.e. the change in gra-
dient only reflects mid-tropospheric processes). Conver-
gence of depleted moisture in the mid-troposphere, perhaps
associated with Rossby Wave propagation, could produce
this result by only minimally influencing the boundary layer
isotopic ratios. The gradient continues to develop in-step
with a reduction in boundary layer and mid-tropospheric
isotopic ratios. The magnitude of the isotopic gradient at the
peak of the MJO is consistent with one that would develop
during a period of high precipitation efficiency [Jouzel,
1986]. The gradient is roughly equivalent to a precipitation
efficiency of 0.9, compared to 1.0 for complete Rayleigh
distillation [e.g., Kurita et al., 2012, Figure 8]. After the
peak in MJO activity, the gradient is once again reduced
(Figure 12d). The analyses from Figures 5 and 7 would
suggest that during the initiation stage, moisture in the mid-
troposphere is primarily associated with an evaporative
source and therefore the relaxed gradient is indicative of
vertical mixing of this moisture. As convection becomes
more active, the isotopic lapse rate increases with a rise in
precipitation efficiency and more significant processing of
the boundary layer moisture. The subsequent relaxation in
isotopic gradient during the dissipation stage may arise from
the transition between a convective and stratiform domain.
Evaporation from falling hydrometeors has been identified
during this period of the MJO using latent heat profiles from
TRMM [i.e., Jiang et al., 2009, Figure 6] and is an addi-
tional process, which would act to oppose the formation of a
strong isotopic gradient.
5. Discussion
[48] One of the main sources of disagreements regarding a
theory for the MJO involves the relative contributions of
evaporated moisture and that derived from convergence in
providing a moisture source for MJO convective activity.
Unraveling this uncertainty has implications concerning
whether wave-CISK [Lindzen and Nigam, 1987] or the
evaporation-wind feedback (WISHE) [Emanuel, 1987] are
better theoretical models to apply to the MJO [Benedict and
Randall, 2007; Kirtman and Vernekar, 1993]. The isotopic
composition of atmospheric moisture is well-suited to shed
light on this topic. Figure 13 provides a schematic summary
of how the moisture source sequence unfolds when viewed
with the constraint on the water balance offered by the iso-
topic ratios. During the early initiation stage of the MJO
(15–20 days prior to the MJO peak), there is strong evidence
from the isotope ratios, that the moisture in the lower and
mid troposphere is primarily derived from an evaporative
source. This is clearly seen in Figures 7 and 8, by the pres-
ence of a positive moisture anomaly that falls along the
trajectory associated with mixing between an evaporative
moisture source and dry air. In the onset stage of the MJO,
there is a very weak gradient in isotopic ratios between the
boundary layer and 600–700 hPa level (Figure 12), indicat-
ing that the evaporative source is being mixed vertically with
little depletion associated with rainout. This observation
would support the argument that evaporation is the pre-
dominant moisture source responsible for boundary-layer
Figure 12. Vertical dD gradient calculated as the difference between the composite dD for SCIAMACHY
and TES retrievals during the passing of an MJO event. See text for details on data screening and
compositing approach. (a) The mean gradient calculated using the the region inside the dotted square
in Figures 12b–12d.
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pre-conditioning of the MJO [Araligidad and Maloney,
2008; Maloney and Sobel, 2004].
[49] During the following pentad (10–15 days), the mois-
ture falls below that typical of a purely evaporative source
[Worden et al., 2007]. This change occurs synchronous with
the rise in zonal moisture convergence, which both Benedict
and Randall [2007] and Waliser et al. [2009] argue to be the
major source of MJO moisture. The signature of evaporated
moisture in the earlier pentads is quite clear from the joint
H2O–dD analysis however, it is considerably more chal-
lenging to clearly delineate moisture sourced from conver-
gence. The isotope ratio of this moisture source would vary
based on its history and origin [Brown et al., 2008] and
therefore without extensive trajectory analysis, its presence
is argued here on the basis of the increase of convergence at
this period in the sequence. Furthermore, Figure 2 suggests
that Rossby waves and mean easterly flow may propagate a
depleted isotopic source downstream and could thus produce
this depletion of the mid-tropospheric atmospheric moisture.
The transition in isotope ratios at this period of the MJO is
thus interpreted to predominantly mark a change from an
evaporative to a convergent source, consistent with the
findings ofWeare [2003] and Kirtman and Vernekar [1993].
This favors a WISHE-CISK switch during the build-up of
MJO events. In the isotope-phase diagram (Figure 8) this
transition manifests as a downward vertical trajectory in the
dD–H2O space. Because the isotopic change occurs amidst a
background of relatively constant total moisture content,
previous observations of the moisture dynamics of the MJO
based on specific humidity alone [e.g., Tian et al., 2010;
Myers and Waliser, 2003] are not able to identify this
transition.
[50] The moisture source sequence derived with insight
from the water vapor isotope ratios does differ in some ways
from Weare [2003] and Kirtman and Vernekar [1993], in
that the moisture anomaly maps become increasingly com-
plex as the peak of convection approaches. While some of
this complexity may arise as a product of the satellite’s
sensitivity to the diversity of the MJO’s inner cloud struc-
ture, the consistency between the moisture sources implied
from the joint-PDF analysis (Figures 7 and 8) and theoretical
models of H2O–dD trajectories undergoing mixing and
rainout, support the interpretation of the data as being largely
a product of changes in moisture sources as opposed to
satellite sensitivity. Five to ten days before the MJO maxi-
mum, there is evidence of a bimodal distribution in the PDF
anomaly maps (Figures 7, 8 and 9) suggesting both a posi-
tive evaporative anomaly as well as moisture associated with
Figure 13. Schematic diagram showing basic isotopic and meteorological aspects of a propagating MJO
event. Blue arrows indicate evaporative flux from the ocean, green arrows represent flux from easterly
convergence, purple arrows are detrainment from clouds, light blue represent unsaturated downdrafts
and orange are fluxes from evaporation/exchange of hydrometeors. The arrow lengths qualitatively corre-
spond to the magnitude of the flux.
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a more depleted source. As discussed by Thayer-Calder and
Randall [2009], positive feedbacks between precipitation
rate and surface wind speed lead to both enhanced evapo-
ration and moisture convergence anomalies as the peak of
the MJO approaches. Therefore, as the system matures, these
two distinct moisture sources become apparent. This obser-
vation is in contrast toWeare [2003], who suggests there is a
singularly well-defined transition between dominant sources
during the early stages of the MJO. Thayer-Calder and
Randall [2009] argue based on results from a super-param-
etrized climate model simulation, that both evaporative and
convergent moisture sources are theoretically required to
maintain sufficient moisture in the atmosphere to inhibit
downdrafts, which would stabilize the column against con-
vection. Although stabilization is not an aspect quantified
here, we do provide evidence for these two distinct water
sources in support of their conjecture.
[51] In the days just after the peak in MJO activity, the
H2O–dD PDFs (Figures 7 and 8) depict an increasing pres-
ence of moisture falling well below the Rayleigh distillation
line. This occurs in step with a rise in stratiform cloud cover
(Figure 5), a sharp drop in the boundary layer dD (Figure 11)
and a relaxation of the vertical dD gradient (Figure 12).
These observations suggest that evaporation from falling
liquid hydrometeors are a critical component of the MJO
atmosphere during and immediately following the peak in
convective activity. Jiang et al. [2009] also document the
presence of a similar feature based on latent heating profiles
of the MJO. Convective systems in the western Indian
Ocean, which tend to be shorter lived than those in the MJO
domain, do not show a significant phase relationship with
rainfall evaporation (Figure 5). Because rainfall evaporation
is tied to stratiform rainfall, the absence of this moisture in
the western Indian Ocean and its presence in the MJO
domain lends support to the notion that stratiform heating is
necessary for MJO sustenance [Lin et al., 2004; Kurita et al.,
2012].
[52] The isotopic diagnoses ultimately depict multiple
transitions associated with the moisture source sequence for
the MJO. The extent to which this specific sequence is in
fact necessary for the MJO to develop or simply a byproduct
of other processes is a question best suited for a modeling
study where the hypothesized moisture sources could be
prescribed and the impact on the MJO directly assessed. A
series of preliminary attempts to address this however are
done here by comparing the moisture source sequence for
the MJO and for convective systems in both the Western
Indian Ocean and subtropical North Atlantic. As shown in
Figure 9, both non-MJO systems lack a significant shift in
the isotopic composition of the moisture flux during their
respective onset and peak convective periods. This suggests
these systems are more reliant on moistening from a single
source and lack the multistage sequence of sources of the
MJO. This is also exhibited in the phase diagram for the
Atlantic systems (Figure 10c), where the atmosphere
moistens and dehydrates along a nearly linear trajectory. It
has been argued that the failures of GCMs to produce MJO-
like systems is because of an inability to resolve the
dynamical processes that lead to convective self-suppression
where the atmosphere moistens and rains out without
developing moisture-convection feedbacks. It thus may be
that the difference between the linear H2O–dD trajectory in
the Atlantic systems and the phase-“wheel” for the MJO
embodies one aspect of why GCMs are unable to consis-
tently yield MJO-like structures.
6. Conclusions
[53] It is clear from the analyses of the TES HDO and H2O
retrievals, that the MJO produces a strong influence on the
dD of mid-tropospheric atmospheric humidity. The signal is
distinct from the H2O field alone and therefore provides
novel information on moisture dynamics associated with
MJO development. The strength of the signal is arguably as
well-pronounced as that derived from OLR, which is con-
sidered the benchmark field by which to observe the MJO.
Fundamentally, this indicates that the life cycle of the MJO
involves sequential changes in its moisture source and tro-
pospheric hydrology. Although the results have been
focused primarily on the MJO, the space-time spectra and
Hovmöller plot of dD highlight other salient features of
tropical isotopic hydrology including a strong signal asso-
ciated with Rossby waves and an absence of a signature
associated with Kelvin waves. The Rossby wave signature is
strongest in the eastern Tropical Pacific (Figure 2) and,
unlike the MJO, is not associated with organized convection.
It is likely that this signal reflects changes in horizontal
advection and variations in the strength of Walker circula-
tion but validation of this assertion would require additional
analyses, which extend beyond the scope of this paper. The
shared absence of a Kelvin wave signature in both latent heat
flux and dD fields, suggests a certain global sensitivity of the
isotopic composition of moisture to surface moisture flux
and as well may reflect the fact that Kelvin waves are not
associated with material transport and therefore do not
maintain information on moisture histories.
[54] Analysis of the isotopic composition of atmospheric
water vapor over the MJO-domain provides clarification on
a standing debate surrounding the source of moisture that
feeds the MJO. The isotopic analysis provides robust evi-
dence that evaporative moisture occupies the mid-tropo-
sphere in the early onset period of the system. While the
prevalence of this source disappears during early convective
development, it re-emerges during the peak of MJO activity.
The multisource sequence for the MJO presented here is
broadly consistent with results from super-parametrized
GCM simulations that produce MJO-like features though the
isotopic information better resolves the complex interplay
between components identified elsewhere.
[55] The isotopic changes in the atmospheric column lead
the maxima in convective activity by multiple weeks.
Therefore real-time monitoring of water vapor isotope ratios
over the Indian Ocean could potentially prove beneficial in
MJO forecasting if it could be shown that the precondition-
ing of the atmospheric boundary layer is truly requisite for
MJO formation. If the well-defined transitions in the phase-
diagrams (Figure 8) could be used to objectively delineate
whether a convective system was going to dissipate in iso-
lation or become sustained following the multisource MJO
sequence, than isotope ratio data could be used in conjunc-
tion with other forecasting tools to improve forecasting skill.
Follow-up studies using in situ isotopic measurements with
altitudinal cross-sections done in conjunction with high-
resolution measurements of the isotopic composition of
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precipitation (a sink term) would certainly be necessary
before isotopes could be actively employed as an index to
aid in identifying the onset of an MJO. In addition, as cloud-
resolving-models [Grabowski, 2003;Miura et al., 2007] and
models with super parameterization schemes [Randall et al.,
2003; Thayer-Calder and Randall, 2009] continue to
develop more realistic MJO events, the inclusion of isotope
tracers in these simulations would provide a useful diag-
nostic to compare the realism of different simulations, par-
ticularly with respect to the correct representation of the
hydrological processes that accompany the build-up phase of
the system. The results presented here thus serve as a
benchmark to assess the extent to which simulated MJOs are
being produced by the appropriate dynamical processes.
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